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Exploiting level anti-crossings (LACs) in the rotating
frame for transferring spin hyperpolarization

Andrey N. Pravdivtsev,ab Alexandra V. Yurkovskaya,ab Nikita N. Lukzen,ab

Hans-Martin Viethc and Konstantin L. Ivanov*ab

A method of transferring hyperpolarization among scalar-coupled nuclear spins is proposed, which is

based on spin mixing at energy Level Anti-Crossing (LAC) regions. To fulfill LAC conditions a resonant

RF-field was applied with properly set frequency and amplitude. In this situation LACs occur between the

nuclear spin levels in the rotating doubly tilted reference frame. The validity of the approach is

demonstrated by taking as an example the transfer of para-hydrogen induced polarization in a symmetric

molecule, whose coupled spin network can be modeled as a four-spin AA0MM0-system with two pairs of

‘isochronous’ spins. For this spin system LAC positions have been identified; rules for the sign of spin

polarization have been established. The dependence of the polarization transfer efficiency on the RF-field

parameters and on the time profile of switching off the RF-field has been studied in detail; experimental

results are in excellent agreement with the theory developed. In general, exploiting LACs in the rotating

doubly tilted frame is a powerful tool for manipulating hyperpolarization in multispin systems.

I. Introduction

Hyperpolarizing nuclear spins is a strategy to increase the
sensitivity of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), which is
often notoriously low because of poor Boltzmann population
differences of spin states under equilibrium conditions. Spin
systems, which are shifted far off thermal equilibrium, become
hyperpolarized and exhibit intense NMR signals. Hyperpolar-
ization techniques, such as Dynamic Nuclear Polarization
(DNP),1–3 Optical Nuclear Polarization (ONP),4,5 Chemically
Induced Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (CIDNP),6 optical pump-
ing (OP)7 of noble gas nuclei, Para-Hydrogen Induced Polariza-
tion (PHIP)8,9 and the Haupt effect,10 provide significant NMR
enhancements and enable new promising applications.11–26

In hyperpolarization experiments polarization transfer
among spins is often a crucial step, in particular, in the case
of PHIP where initially only two protons originating from para-
hydrogen acquire non-thermal spin order. Optimization of
polarization transfer is even more important for the SABRE
(Signal Amplification By Reversible Exchange) technique,27

which is a new version of PHIP. In contrast to PHIP where a
hydrogenation reaction leads to hyperpolarization, in the

SABRE case only a temporary H2–catalyst–ligand complex is
formed and spin order is transferred from the para-H2 molecule
to the ligand during the lifetime of this transient complex.
Thus, an efficient polarization transfer step is a prerequisite
for observing hyperpolarization-enhanced NMR signals of
ligands.

To improve the polarization transfer efficiency it is advantageous
to rely on coherent mechanisms rather than on cross-relaxation.
Coherent polarization transfer mechanisms are operative28,29 at low
magnetic fields where the spins are strongly coupled meaning that
the difference in their Zeeman interactions with the field is larger
than or comparable to their spin–spin coupling. The polarization
transfer efficiency can be increased further30–37 by bringing the spin
system to Level Anti-Crossing (LAC) regions, a way that also enables
selective polarization transfer between well-defined spin orders.
However, going to low fields represents a technical problem as it
requires fast field-cycling. Thus, it is desirable to achieve strong
coupling of spins and go to LAC regions while keeping the sample at
the high magnetic field of the NMR spectrometer. This objective can
be achieved by using an RF-field with properly set frequency
and amplitude, which provides the strong coupling of spins (spin
locking). For describing this situation we use as is common the
reference frame rotating with the carrier frequency. It allows us to go
to LACs in the rotating frame and to exploit them for polarization
transfer. Such ideas have already been exploited, for instance, in
ONP38–40 where spin mixing in the rotating frame enabled highly
efficient polarization of nuclear spins by polarization transfer from
non-thermally polarized triplet molecules. Quite recently,31,35–37,41 it
was proposed to utilize LACs in PHIP: it was shown that PHIP is
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efficiently transferred at LAC regions; the coherent nature of the
transfer process has also been established. Franzoni et al.37 have
also demonstrated that LAC conditions can be fulfilled at high field
in the presence of an RF-field with properly chosen parameters: at
such LAC regions transfer of spin order becomes operative. We
further develop ideas of using LACs in the rotating frame for
funneling hyperpolarization to a specific spin order of choice. We
also study in detail how the polarization transfer effects depend on
the strength and frequency of the RF-field and also on the way it is
switched. Our recent studies42,43 have shown that using different
schemes of switching off the RF-field allows one to change the
spectral pattern in almost any desirable way. Combination of the
two concepts, LACs in the rotating frame and controllable fading of
the RF-field, is thus an important development of hyperpolarization-
based NMR techniques.

Hence, in this work we pursue the methodology of LACs in
the rotating frame for polarization transfer and develop a
theoretical treatment of the problem. We describe conditions
for LACs in the rotating frame, discuss the polarization transfer
efficiency provided by such LACs and consider effects of the
speed of RF-field fading. The theoretical treatment is based on
considering coupled spins in the so-called rotating doubly
tilted frame (DTF). We will show that adjusting two parameters,
RF-frequency and RF-amplitude, gives an additional degree of
freedom as compared to field-cycling experiments, where only
one parameter, the external magnetic field strength, is variable.
Using spin-locking also allows one to achieve net polarization
of an entire spin system that initially had only multiplet spin
order, giving an additional advantage of the method. Our study
can be of importance for CIDNP, PHIP and, notably, SABRE
techniques. This is because the SABRE-derived polarization of
ligands can only be formed under strong coupling conditions,
which so far require fast field-cycling between the NMR field
and low fields where the ligand is efficiently polarized. As
shown recently,34 the SABRE-derived polarization is highest
when the system is brought to an LAC region. Using RF-fields
to drive the spin system to an LAC can make SABRE a high-field
technique, which does not require field-cycling, being advanta-
geous for NMR spectroscopy and imaging applications.

Here we study PHIP effects in the symmetric molecule of
maleic acid dimethyl ester, which is formed upon hydrogenation
of dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate with para-hydrogen. In Chart 1
the reaction scheme and the assignment of protons in maleic acid
dimethyl ester are shown. In PHIP experiments the vinyl protons
(AA0 in our notation) originate from para-hydrogen, while the
methyl protons (MM0 in our notation) can be polarized by spin

mixing at LACs. As found out by Buljubasich et al.35 the spin
system of maleic acid dimethyl ester can be modeled in good
approximation as a four-spin AA0MM0-system by considering
each methyl group as a single proton. The AA0MM0-system
is a system of two ‘isochronous’ AA0-spins with the same
chemical shift, which are coupled to another pair, MM0, of
‘isochronous’ spins.

Importantly, PHIP in such a spin system leads to observable
NMR signals only after spin mixing at LAC regions has occurred;
otherwise the AA0-spins remain in their singlet state, which is
NMR silent. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1: when hydrogenation
is performed at high field the NMR line intensity is very small.
When the field is set to 100 mT PHIP appears resulting in
strongly enhanced NMR lines of the vinyl and methyl protons,
which are positive and negative, respectively. The line intensities
in the PHIP spectrum are considerably larger than those in the
thermal NMR spectrum, as also shown in Fig. 1. The magnetic
field dependence demonstrates that PHIP is efficiently formed
only in a certain field range, which is determined35 by the LAC
regions in the spin system under study.

II. Theory

Before going to the quantum-mechanical description of the
problem let us briefly introduce the LAC concept.44,45 An LAC
occurs when two energy levels, |mi and |ni, cross (i.e., have the
same energy) but a coupling matrix element of the Hamiltonian,
Vmn = hm|Ĥ|ni, splits them. As a result, a level crossing (LC) turns
into an avoided crossing also termed Level-Anti-Crossing (LAC).
Thus, an LAC is a combination of two ingredients: (i) matching
(energies of two states coincide) and (ii) coupling (there is a
matrix element, which mixes the two states). At the LAC region
the initial states, |mi and |ni, become ‘entangled’: the eigen-
states of the Hamiltonian are given by a mixture of |mi and |ni.
For this reason population can be efficiently transferred between
the two states when the LAC conditions are fulfilled. Therefore,
the LAC concept is crucial for our work. It is possible to go to
LC points by tuning the external magnetic field; however,
LACs can also be accessed in the rotating frame at high field.

Chart 1 Scheme of hydrogenation of dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate
resulting in the formation of maleic acid dimethyl ester; assignment of AA0

(vinyl) and MM 0 (methyl) protons is also given.

Fig. 1 PHIP spectra (a) and dependence of net polarization of the
AA0-protons (vinyl, full circles) and MM0-protons (methyl, open circles)
on the static external magnetic field (b). Experiments were done in the
same way as described earlier;41 time of switching the field from the lowest
position to the detection field was 0.5 s. In (a) PHIP spectra are shown,
which are taken for polarization fields of 100 mT and 7 T; for comparison
we also show a 7 T thermal NMR spectrum.
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In this case they work in a similar way enabling population
exchange between the crossing levels and, thereby, polarization
transfer in the spin system.

It is important to mention that LACs in the rotating frame
are often exploited in NMR; the most well-known example is
given by the Hartmann–Hahn cross-polarization experiment.46

In this case polarization is transferred between heteronuclei
when the matching conditions are fulfilled so that there is an
LC in the rotating frame. In the presence of coupling (scalar
coupling in liquids and dipolar coupling in solids) the LC turns
into an LAC and populations of the crossing levels are
exchanged and polarization is transferred between the nuclear
spins. In the case under study we use LACs in the rotating
frame to transfer PHIP among groups of spins.

Let us start from a theoretical description of the problem.
First, to give a clear idea of how the method works, we derive
analytical results for a four-spin system of the type AA0MM0. We
assume that the system has a Cs-symmetry, which is reflected
by two pairs of identical scalar couplings among the spins:
JAM = JA0M0 and JAM0 = JA0M. We have chosen such a system
because it corresponds to one that has been experimentally
studied. Previously Buljubasich et al.35 have investigated PHIP
effects in such a system and demonstrated the importance of
LACs for the observed polarization. This system is known to
have several LACs at distinct external magnetic fields; the LAC
positions can be found analytically.35 Recently the same group
has found that LAC conditions in the AA0MM0-system can be
fulfilled not only when the permanent magnetic field is varied
but also when at a constant static field the RF-field strength is
properly set.37 Spin mixing at such LAC regions was found and
exploited to convert the initial singlet spin order of para-
hydrogen into enhanced NMR signals.37 An analytical treat-
ment is also possible for a few other types of spin systems;34

however, here, for the sake of clarity, we consider only the
AA0MM0-system. This is done, on the one hand, to demonstrate
that for PHIP transfer more than two spins are required; on the
other hand, the spin system should not be too complex to
enable analytical treatment of the problem.

Here we study hyperpolarization (in our case, PHIP) trans-
fer effects in the same kind of system, though in greater
detail. In the theoretical section we discuss conditions for
having LACs in the general case, i.e., at arbitrary frequency
and strength of the RF-field. To do this, we consider the
Hamiltonian of the spin system in the DTF (vide infra). We
find LAC positions and identify the levels, which cross in the
DTF, and find out, to which levels in the non-tilted rotating
frame they correspond. In this section we also discuss how
different regimes of switching off the external RF field affect
the final polarization pattern, which is observed by NMR
spectroscopy.

Hereafter we assume that the AA0-spins are prepared in their
singlet state, whereas the MM0-spins have zero initial polariza-
tion. Such a spin order gives no NMR signal: enhanced NMR
lines in this case can only be formed due to spin mixing at LAC
regions.34,35,37 We are thus interested only in LACs involving
the singlet state of the AA0-spins. When an oscillating RF-field

is applied to the spin system its Hamiltonian in the rotating
frame of reference takes the form (in frequency units):

Ĥrf = �(nA � nrf)(ÎAz + ÎA0z) � (nM � nrf)(ÎMz + ÎM0z)

� n1(ÎAx + ÎA0x + ÎMx + ÎM0x) + ĤJ (1)

where the part, ĤJ, describing the J-couplings is as follows:

ĤJ = JAA0 (ÎA�ÎA0) + JMM0(ÎM�ÎM0) + JAM {(ÎA�ÎM) + (ÎA0�ÎM0)}

+ JAM0 {(ÎA�ÎM0) + (ÎA0�ÎM)} (2)

Here we introduced nrf as the frequency of the RF field and n1

as its amplitude. An exact solution of the eigen-problem of such a
Hamiltonian is, generally, not feasible; however, it is possible to
develop approximate solutions. To do this following Buljubasich
et al.35 we split the Hamiltonian Ĥrf in the main part

Ĥ0 = �(nA � nrf)(ÎAz + ÎA0z) � (nM � nrf)(ÎMz + ÎM0z)

� n1(ÎAx + ÎA0x + ÎMx + ÎM0x) + ĤJ0 (3)

and the perturbation

V̂ = JAM {(ÎA�ÎM) + (ÎA0�ÎM0)} + JAM0 {(ÎA�ÎM0) + (ÎA0�ÎM)} (4)

Here we introduced

ĤJ0 = JAA0 (ÎA�ÎA0) + JMM0(ÎM�ÎM0) (5)

The Hamiltonian Ĥ0 does not change the total spin of the
AA0- and MM0-spins; thus it does not induce singlet–triplet transitions
in each group of spins and gives no polarization transfer. Polarization
transfer effects are conditioned merely by the perturbation, V̂.

Rotating doubly tilted frame of reference

To solve the eigen-problem of Ĥ0 we use the following method.
The spins are quantized not along the z-axis (direction of the
NMR field) but along their effective fields in the rotating frame
(see Fig. 2). For the AA0-spins the field vector is

BA = (B1, 0, �2p(nA � nrf)/g) (6)

for the MM0-spins it is

BM = (B1, 0, �2p(nM � nrf)/g) (7)

Fig. 2 Effective fields in the rotating doubly tilted frame; z-axis is parallel
to the B0-field, x-axis is parallel to the B1-field. Here nM 4nrf 4 nA (subplot a)
and nM 4nA 4 nrf (subplot b). The inclination angles for the effective fields
are denoted as yA and yM.
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Here g is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio; B1 = 2pn1/g is the
RF-field strength. Generally, both fields have different direc-
tions in the x,z-plane, such frames of reference are termed
‘rotating doubly tilted’ frames, DTF.47,48 In addition, the
strength of the two effective fields is, in general, different
except for the case where nrf = (nA + nM)/2. The direction and
strength of the two field vectors, BA and BM, tend to coincide
when n1 c |nA � nrf|, |nM � nrf|. Hereafter in the analytical
treatment the AA0-spins are quantized along BA, whilst the MM0-
spins are quantized along a different axis, BM. In both pairs of
spins the states are written in the singlet–triplet basis.

In the DTF the spin Hamiltonian takes the form:

Ĥdtf = �~nA (ÎAz + ÎA0z) � ~nM (ÎMz + ÎM0z) + ĤJ0 + V̂dtf (8)

Hereafter all operators and spin states and defined in the
DTF are denoted by the subscript ‘dtf’. The precession frequen-
cies of the pairs of spins about their effective field axes are:

~nA;M ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n1ð Þ2þ nA;M � nrf

� �2q
(9)

The ĤJ0 term does not change, while the perturbation has to be
re-defined in the new frame of reference: V̂ - V̂dtf. We discuss below
the relevant terms in the perturbation. Since the main part of the
Hamiltonian Ĥdtf is formally the same as that for the Hamiltonian in
the static field, one can use the results from earlier studies34,35 to
find the level crossing position. In the system considered there are
two kinds of level crossings occurring when34,35,37

�(~nA � ~nM) = JAA0 � JMM0 crossing of |ST�idtf and |T�Sidtf

�(~nA + ~nM) = JAA0 + JMM0 crossing of |SSidtf and |T�T8idtf

(10)

Here the ket-states are defined in the DTF; to the position of
the second pair of LCs there is also an additional contribution
coming from the small couplings, JAM, JAM0, which we neglect
here. When these conditions are fulfilled the first requirement
for a LAC (matching) is met.

Before discussing different cases let us also define how
different positions of the RF-frequency, nrf, with respect to the
NMR lines are termed hereafter in the text. By the ‘center of
the NMR spectrum’ we define the frequency position equal to
the average of the two NMR frequencies, nA and nM, i.e., nrf = hni =
(nA + nM)/2. By RF-frequencies placed ‘inside’ the NMR spectrum
we mean nrf values such that nA 4 nrf 4 nM or nM 4 nrf 4 nA (the
frequency position is between the two NMR lines). When nrf 4
nA,M or nA,M 4 nrf (the frequency is either higher or lower
than both NMR lines) the corresponding RF-frequency is placed
‘outside’ the NMR spectrum.

The two pairs of crossings defined in eqn (10) occur when
the RF-frequency is located almost at the center of the spectrum
being only slightly detuned from it: at the center of the spectrum
~nA = ~nM it is thus necessary to step a little aside to have a
frequency difference equal to �( JAA0 + JMM0) or �( JAA0 � JMM0).
One should note that the level crossing conditions also depend
on the JAM and JAM0 couplings;35 however, for the sake of
simplicity we assume that these couplings are much smaller

than ( JAA0 � JMM0) and neglect them when calculating the level
crossing positions. When needed, it is easy to take them into
account as done previously.35

Now let us see whether the second condition, coupling, is
also met, as it is needed to change a level crossing into an LAC.
The coupling is given by the perturbation term V̂dtf. The task is
now that we have to specify the scalar spin–spin interactions in
the representation where the coupled spins are quantized along
different axes, BA and BM. Here we do not write down all
contributions to V̂dtf but only the terms, which cause transi-
tions between the crossing levels (and slightly change the
position of LACs, which is, however, neglected here). Thus, it
is necessary to keep only terms containing products of one
rising spin operator for the AA0-spins and one lowering spin
operator for the MM0-spins and vice versa. The result depends
on the angle between the field vectors BA and BM (which are
generally not parallel to each other). When the RF-frequency is
placed ‘inside’ the NMR spectrum, this angle is equal to yAM =
yA + yM = 2Y. When the RF frequency is placed ‘outside’ the
NMR spectrum then 2Y = yAM = yA � yM. Although in this
situation LAC conditions can also be fulfilled it requires
significantly higher values of n1; therefore in most cases we
deal with the situation where the RF-frequency is placed
‘inside’ the NMR spectrum. The angle Y is expressed via the
two angles, yA and yM (see Fig. 2), which give the orientation of
the two z-axes of the DTF with respect to the permanent field
direction. The term V̂dtf can be then written as follows:

~Vdtf ¼
cos2 Y

2
JAM ÎAþ ÎM� þ ÎA� ÎMþ

� �
þ ÎA0þ ÎM0� þ ÎA0� ÎM0þ

� �n o

þ cos2 Y
2

JA0M ÎAþ ÎM0� þ ÎA� ÎM0þ

� �
þ ÎA0þ ÎM� þ ÎA0� ÎMþ

� �n o

þ additional terms

(11)

Here we do not specify the additional terms, since they do
not induce flip-flop transitions, which are the only transitions
capable of mixing the crossing levels. Thus, in the DTF the
couplings between spins from different groups are multiplied

by a coefficient a ¼ cos2 Y
2

for the flip-flop term. Taking results

from previous studies35 we conclude that couplings between
the AA0- and MM0-groups turn all level crossings into LACs,

unless a vanishes. This is the case when Y! p
2

, i.e., the two

effective fields tend to be anti-parallel, which happens at very
low RF-field amplitude as compared to the half-width of the
NMR spectrum: (nA,M � nrf) c n1. Thus, to make the method
operative and to form LACs it is necessary that the RF-field is
sufficiently strong. Under these conditions level crossings, see
eqn (10), turn into LACs and there is efficient spin mixing
occurring at these LACs:

|ST�idtf 2 |T�Sidtf or |SSidtf 2 |T�T8idtf (12)

resulting in efficient spin order transfer between the AA0- and
MM0-spins.
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In this context also the individual inclination angles yA0,yM are of
importance. For instance, when the BA, BM vectors become parallel
to the x-axis the flips of the MM0-spins cannot produce their
net polarization along the z-axis. As a consequence, there is no
z-polarization of the MM0-spins but only transverse polarization. In
order to produce longitudinal polarization, the z-component of the
BM vector has to be considerably large, which is given by sinyM.
Similar considerations hold for the AA0 spins. Thus, not only the
matching and coupling conditions have to be fulfilled but also
the effective field in the DTF must be properly inclined. In some of
the experiments the choice of axes of the DTF becomes important.
We will address this point later in the text.

LACs in the doubly tilted frame

Let us now discuss what polarization patterns can be obtained
for different LACs and what the precise conditions for the LC
points are. Initially, only the states with singlet character with
respect to the AA0-spins are populated. Spin mixing at the LAC
regions leads to the following transitions:

LAC1: |ST+idtf - |T+Sidtf at (~nA � ~nM) = JAA0 � JMM0;

LAC2: |ST�idtf - |T�Sidtf at (~nA � ~nM) = �JAA0 + JMM0;

LAC3: |SSidtf - |T+T�idtf at (~nA � ~nM) = JAA0 + JMM0;

LAC4: |SSidtf - |T�T+idtf at (~nA � ~nM) = �JAA0 � JMM0. (13)

To demonstrate how the LACs are formed we plotted the
differences in energies, dE, for the levels given in eqn (13) as a
function of the nrf (assuming fixed n1); at the LC point these
differences reach their minima (given by the minimal splitting
between the anti-crossing levels). In Fig. 3 such differences are
shown for all four pairs of levels. The dE(nrf) curves go through
minima, which are grouped in two pairs, since the positions of
LAC1 and LAC3 and also of LAC2 and LAC4 nearly coincide.

Let us find the frequency position of LACs for all four
transitions. To do so, we rewrite nrf as

nrf ¼
nA þ nM

2
þ noff ¼ hni þ noff (14)

The new quantity, noff, is thus an offset from the center of the
spectrum. Typically J-couplings between protons do not exceed
20 Hz, while the frequency difference, (nA� nM), is of the order of a
few 100 Hz (for instance, it is 600 Hz for two protons at 7 Tesla
having a chemical shift difference of 2 ppm). Therefore it is safe to
assume that noff is much smaller than (nA � nM) and n1, which
allows one to write a simpler approximate expression for (~nA� ~nM)

~nA � ~nM ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D� noffð Þ2þn12

q
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dþ noffð Þ2þn12

q

� � 2Dnoffffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D2 þ n12

p
(15)

Here D = (nA � nM) is the difference in NMR frequencies of
the two spin systems. The offsets, at which the LAC conditions
are fulfilled, are then as follows:

LAC1andLAC3 : noff ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D2 þ n12

p
2D

JAA0 � JMM0ð Þ;

LAC2andLAC4 : noff ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D2 þ n12

p
2D

JAA0 � JMM0ð Þ

(16)

To get to the LC point at small n1 one has to step from the center
of the spectrum, hni, by �( JAA0 � JMM0)/2 in frequency. As the
B1-field strength increases the LAC positions shift from the center
of the spectrum (at n1 c D approximately as �n1 ( JAA0 � JMM0)/2D)
and the LAC regions become broader, see Fig. 4.

The theoretical analysis allows one to determine the LAC
positions as a function of both, the frequency and the strength
of the B1-field. Now let us discuss what the consequences of
mixing in the LAC regions are. Transitions occurring at LAC1

Fig. 3 Calculated energy differences between levels having LACs as a
function of nrf. Here n1 = 3 kHz; the static magnetic field is B0 = 7 T; energy
is shown in Hz; in the figure pairs of levels are assigned to specific LACs.
Calculation is done for the AA0MM0-system with parameters taken from
Table 1.

Fig. 4 Representation of the LAC between levels ST+ and T+S (LAC 1, see
eqn (13)) of the AA0MM 0-system in the DTF: dependence of the energy
difference (measured in Hz) between the anti-crossing levels on the
off-set, (nrf � hni), and the field strength n1. Parameters of the spin system
are taken from Table 1; the high static magnetic field is B0 = 7 T.
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and LAC3 result in polarization of the AA0-spins along their
effective field, BA, and polarization of the MM0-spins (of exactly
the same size) opposite to the corresponding field vector, BM.
The consequence of transitions at LAC2 and LAC4 is exactly the
opposite. As shown below these simple rules allow one to
understand the sign of the resulting polarization; the same
method has been used to explain the magnetic field depen-
dence of SABRE.34 However, in the present case we need to also
take into account the time profile of switching the RF-field. In
the general case one can do so only numerically; however, to get
insight into the phenomenon under study we consider the
resulting spin order in the two limiting situations of adiabatic
and very fast (sudden) switching of the RF-field. As we will
show, by choosing the switching time profile one can efficiently
change the resulting spin order in a desired way. Thus, varia-
tion of the parameters of the B1-field together with those of the
switching is a powerful tool for manipulating PHIP.

Effects of switching off the RF-field: non-adiabatic case

Let us first discuss the non-adiabatic (sudden) switching case. In
this situation the spin magnetization has no time to change during
the switching. Thus, in order to calculate the resulting spin order it
is sufficient to find the spin magnetizations in the DTF and then
re-calculate them in the rotating non-tilted frame. In the DTF the
spins acquire magnetizations, ĨAz and ĨMz, only along their effective
fields, i.e., along the BA and BM axes. The resulting magnetizations
in the non-tilted frame are then as follows:

IAz = ĨAz sin yA; IAx = ĨAz cos yA;

IMz = �ĨMz sin yM; IMx = ĨMz cos yM. (17)

The presence of the sine and cosine functions of yA and yM shows
the effect of inclination of the effective fields. Hence, for calculating
the resulting spin order in the non-adiabatic case the inclinations
have to be taken into account. One can readily see that after rapidly
switching off the RF-field not only longitudinal magnetization but
also transverse magnetization is produced, which starts evolving and
gives the Free Induction Decay (FID) signal without additional
RF-pulses. For all the transitions occurring at the LC points one
has exactly opposite z-magnetizations of the two spin groups in the
DTF: ĨMz = �ĨAz. The polarization signs are as follows:

LAC1: |ST+idtf - |T+Sidtf ĨAz 4 0, ĨMz o 0;

LAC2: |ST�idtf - |T�Sidtf ĨAz o 0, ĨMz 4 0;

LAC3: |SSidtf - |T+T�idtf ĨAz 4 0, ĨMz o 0;

LAC4: |SSidtf - |T�T+idtf ĨAz o 0, ĨMz 4 0. (18)

These sign rules can be easily explained; let us do this, for
instance, for LAC1. In the case of LAC1 initially the |ST+idtf state
is populated; after the transition to the |T+Sidtf state the
AA0-spins go to the state where they have positive projection
on the BA direction. The MM0-spins change their projection on
the BM direction from positive to zero. Thus, the variation of the
spin projections, dĨAz and dĨMz, in the DTF is positive and

negative for the AA0- and MM0-spins, respectively. Since initially
both groups of spins have no net polarization (the AA0-spins are
born in the singlet state and the MM0-spins have only negligible
thermal polarization), after mixing at the LAC region the spin
magnetizations, ĨAz and ĨMz, are equal to dĨAz and dĨMz. For this
reason, hereafter we omit ‘d’ in the sign rules for magnetization.

However, the sign rule for the non-tilted frame can be
different. For instance for LAC1 and LAC3 one gets:

IAz E IMz 4 0, IAx E �IMx o 0 (19)

For LAC2 and LAC4 the result is:

IAz E IMz o 0, IAx E �IMx 4 0 (20)

One can also generalize these sign rules for a situation
where the RF-frequency is placed ‘outside’ the NMR spectrum,
but the LAC conditions are also achieved. In this case for LAC1
and LAC3 one gets:

IAz E �IMz 4 0, IAx E �IMx o 0 (21)

and for LAC2 and LAC4

IAz E �IMz 4 0, IAx E �IMx 4 0 (22)

These rules follow from the signs of the sine and cosine
terms in eqn (17).

Hereafter we always assume that the RF-frequency is placed
inside the NMR spectrum so that the LAC conditions are fulfilled
at moderate RF-field strength. In this situation the z-magnetization
components of spins in both groups in the non-tilted frame are
always of the same sign. The x-magnetizations behave in the same
way as the z-magnetizations in the DTF: they are the same in
amplitude but different in sign. Thus, the inclination angles, yA

and yM, of the field axes in the DTF have to be taken into account
when the behavior of spins in the vicinity of LACs is analyzed. To
net-polarize the spins efficiently in the case of sudden switching it
is necessary to keep the system in the LAC region.

Notably, when the RF-field strength is large we obtain
cos y- 1, sin y- 0; consequently, transverse spin polarization
is much larger than the longitudinal one: |IAx, IMx| c |IAz, IMz|.
This situation is met in our experiments; hyperpolarization-
enhanced FID signals are then obtained immediately after
switching off the RF-field.

As shown below, in the case of adiabatic switching the
conditions are different: the hyperpolarized spin system can
be prepared outside the LAC region, but slow passage through
the LAC region can nonetheless convert the initial singlet order
of the A-spins into observable polarization.

Effects of switching off the RF-field: adiabatic case

Now let us consider the adiabatic case. In this situation the
state populations follow the eigen-states, which gradually
change with time. To find the final state populations it is thus
necessary to correlate the spin states of the system. Here, by
‘correlation of states’ we mean that for a manifold of coupled
spin states the population of the level with highest energy
under spin locking conditions coincides with that of the level
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with highest energy in the absence of the RF-field; the popula-
tion of the second highest level at strong RF-field goes to that of
the second highest after the RF-field has been switched off, and
so on. Methods based on adiabatic passage are frequently used
in NMR47,49–51 (in many cases, adiabatic passage through the
Hartmann–Hahn condition is exploited, see ref. 48 for more
details) and in optical spectroscopy.52

Interestingly, when the sign of the z-components of the
effective fields BA and BM is opposite (which is the case when
the RF-frequency is placed between the frequencies of the
A-spins and M-spins) upon lowering B1 the field vectors become
parallel and anti-parallel to the z-axis. Then the anti-parallel
z-projections of the spins in the DTF result in parallel z-projections
in the non-tilted frame: both spins can be net-polarized with the
same polarization sign (either absorptive or emissive depending
on the particular LAC chosen). Let us show how it works for
different LAC points. For instance, the transition |ST+idtf -

|T+Sidtf occurring at LAC1, see eqn (13), corresponds to the
transition |ST�i - |T+Si in the non-tilted frame. As a conse-
quence, both spins acquire positive z-polarization: IAz E IMz 4 0.
Likewise, the other LAC-induced transitions result in the following
transitions in the non-tilted frame:

LAC2: |ST+i- |T�Si, IAz = IMz o 0;

LAC3: |SSi- |T+T+i, IAz = IMz 4 0;

LAC4: |SSi- |T�T�i, IAz = IMz o 0; (23)

Thus, it becomes possible to net-polarize the spins along the
z-axis with the same sign of polarization. This is a general-
ization of the method discussed in our earlier work,42 where a
two-spin system was net-polarized in an analogous way by using
adiabatic switching of the RF-field with properly set frequency.
The physical origin of this effect is also similar to that of the
one discussed here. In our present case the difference is that
the spin system is not only prepared at a very strong RF-field
but that the RF-field parameters, nrf and n1, are carefully
adjusted to guarantee the LAC conditions. This gives an addi-
tional advantage, namely that the resulting polarization pattern
can be manipulated by both, spin mixing at the LAC region and
correlating spin states in the presence and in the absence of the
RF-field. In contrast to the non-adiabatic case, there is no
transverse magnetization in the system but only longitudinal
one. Thus, to obtain NMR spectra with enhanced lines it is
necessary to apply an RF-pulse to observe the FID.

It is important to note that one can net-polarize the spins
not only in the case of preparation directly at an LC point but
also by preparation away from an LAC with subsequent adia-
batic passage through the LAC. Let us assume, for instance that
the system is initially prepared in the |SSidtf-state and passes
through an LAC with the |T+T�idtf-state in the DTF. When the
adiabatic conditions are fulfilled after the passage the system
goes to the new state, |T+T�idtf, since the crossing is avoided
and the system always stays in the energetically uppermost or
lowermost state. Consequently, the |T+T�idtf-state acquires the
population, which is identical to the initial population of the

|SSidtf-state, which, in turn, becomes empty. The polarization
transfer is even more efficient as compared to the case of
preparation at the LC point. When the states are mixed at the
LAC region the population is shared evenly among then, while
in the adiabatic passage case 100% of the population is
transferred to the new state. Thus, to transfer the singlet spin
order of the AA0-spins it is sufficient and even preferable to pass
adiabatically through the LAC. Adiabatic field switching is also
preferable because the adjustment of nrf and n1 for fulfilling the
LAC conditions is rather robust: instead of going to the LAC
region (which is a prerequisite for non-adiabatic switching) it
is sufficient only to go through the LAC region during the
switching. Such an advantage of adiabatic passage through
an LAC region can also be used for spin order conversion in
other experiments.53

In this section we do not illustrate the general results by
theoretical calculations; instead in Section IV we describe in
detail the experimental data and model them. As shown below,
experiments completely confirm our expectations: we demon-
strate the effects of LACs and show that mixing at the LAC
regions provides efficient polarization of the spin system. The
LAC conditions, polarization patterns and polarization sign are
in full accordance with our theoretical predictions. We also
study in detail the effects of switching off the RF-field and
demonstrate the possibility of manipulating the spectral
pattern by choosing the switching time profile. We perform
the experiments for molecules having the same symmetry as
the one described here. An additional property of our experi-
mental system is that one of the two couplings, JAA0 and JMM0, is
much larger than the other one: JAA0 c JMM0. As a consequence,
the LC points are grouped in two pairs as the LAC conditions
become identical for them:

LAC1,3: |ST+idtf - |T+Sidtf and |SSidtf - |T+T�idtf

at (~nA � ~nM) E JAA0;

LAC2,4: |ST�idtf - |T�Sidtf and |SSidtf - |T�T+idtf

at (~nA � ~nM) E �JAA0; (24)

This makes the treatment simpler; it is also important to
emphasize that spin mixing at LAC1 and LAC3 results in the
same sign and magnitude of spin polarization; the same holds
for the LAC2 and LAC4. Thus, effectively the spin system is a
system with two different LACs.

III. Materials and methods
Experimental protocol

Experiments were performed according to the scheme shown in
Fig. 5. First, the sample was bubbled by dihydrogen gas
enriched in its para spin isomer directly in the NMR sample
tube for a time period tb = 2 s. After that during a time period of
less than 0.5 s the gas flow was stopped so that chemical
reactions, which lead to PHIP formation, run for a time period
tr = 7.5 s. After that an RF-pulse with the amplitude B1 and
the carrier frequency nrf was applied for a time period nrf = 1 s.
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In the case of non-adiabatic fading of the RF-field (the RF pulse
was switched off faster than 40 ms) the FID was measured
without any additional detecting RF-pulse. In the adiabatic
case the RF-field was switched off linearly during a time period
toff, which was varied from 40 ms to 5 s (for fully adiabatic field
switching). To observe the NMR signals a p/2 RF-pulse was
applied and the FID was detected.

Experiments were carried out using a 300 MHz NMR spectro-
meter. The in situ bubbling system was the same as the one
described earlier.41

Chemical compounds

Dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate and acetone-d6 were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich. Catalyst [1,4-bis(diphenylphosphino)butane]-
(1,5-cyclooctadiene)rhodium(I) tetrafluoroborate was purchased
from ABCR (Germany). In all experiments we used the mixture
of dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate (0.26 M) and catalyst (2.2 mM)
in acetone-d6. The mixture was used without additional purifica-
tion. The scheme of the hydrogenation reaction, which leads to
PHIP formation, is given in Chart 1.

Calculation scheme

We performed our calculation for 4 protons even though maleic
acid dimethyl ester has 8 coupled protons. As shown before35,37

the protons of the CH3 group here can be effectively replaced by
a single proton. The following initial density matrix was taken

rð�0Þ ¼ E

4
� ÎA � ÎA0
� �� �	

4 (25)

This density matrix was projected on the eigen-basis of the
high-field spin Hamiltonian in the absence of the RF-field. As a
consequence, the eigen-states are populated with respect to the

singlet character of the AA0-spins; all spin coherences between
the states were neglected. This is because hydrogenation reac-
tions typically proceed for an extended time interval so that all
coherences are washed out.31,43 The resulting density matrix
(when relaxation effects are neglected) then represents the
density matrix at t = tb + tr, that is r(tb + tr).

After that an RF-pulse characterized by the n1 and nrf values
of choice is applied. In the presence of the RF-field the
Hamiltonian and, consequently, the eigen-basis change again.
To take this into account we again projected the density matrix
r(tb + tr) on the new basis and removed all off-diagonal
elements (coherences), since the hydrogenation continues.
The resulting density matrix is then r(tb + tr + trf).

In the case of non-adiabatic switching this matrix has to be
used to evaluate the expectation values of all spin magnetiza-
tion components: hIAx,zi = Tr{ÎAx,z r(tb + tr + trf)} and hIMx,zi =
Tr{ÎMx,z r(tb + tr + trf)}. The values of hIAxi and hIMxi correspond
to the intensities in the spectra measured without additional
RF-pulses.

In the case of adiabatic field switching an additional step is
required because the density matrix of the spin system changes
during the switching. To take this effect into account we
divided the time interval from t = tb + tr + trf to t = tb + tr +
trf + toff in N small steps of duration dt = toff/N. The evolution is
described by the following operator

Ŝ ¼
YN
n¼1

exp �2piĤrf n1 tnð Þ; vrfð Þdt
� �

(26)

and the density matrix after the switching is

r(tb + tr + trf + toff) = Ŝr(tb + tr + trf) Ŝ�1 (27)

Here Ĥrf (n1(tn), nrf) is the Hamiltonian (1) at the n-th instant
of time, tn = ndt so that the RF-field strength is equal to n1(tn).
Typically, dt = 5 ms was taken; we made sure that the result of
our calculation was independent of dt in the limit of large N.

The parameters of the spin system used in our calculation
(chemical shifts and spin–spin couplings) are shown in Table 1.
When comparison between theory and experiment is made the
experimental dependences of polarization on n1 and nrf are
always normalized to the calculated curves.

IV. Results and discussion

As mentioned above we performed experiments by system-
atically varying the parameters of the RF-field, i.e., n1 and nrf,
to match the LAC conditions. Studying the dependence on the

Fig. 5 Timing scheme of the experiment in the case of non-adiabatic (a)
and adiabatic (b) fading of the RF-field. Here para-H2 gas is bubbled
through the sample for a time period tb, then the hydrogenation reaction
is run for a time period tr. After that the spin-locking field is switched on. In
case (a) the spin-locking field, RF, is on during the time period trf; then it is
switched off instantaneously and the FID signal is detected without
additional excitation pulses. In case (b) the spin-locking field, RF1, is on
during the time period trf, then it is switched off adiabatically during the
time toff and an RF-pulse (RF2) is applied to detect the FID signal.

Table 1 NMR parameters (J-couplings and chemical shifts) of the
AA0MM0-system modeling maleic acid dimethyl ester

J/Hz A A0 M M0

A — — —
A0 12 — —
M 1 0.3 —
M0 0.3 1 0
d/ppm 6.416 6.416 3.765 3.765
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RF-field parameters is necessary to understand under what
conditions the spin system can be brought to LAC regions and
how to make better use of spin mixing in the LAC regions. In
accordance with previous studies35–37 we have found that in the case
under study the initial spin order can be transformed into NMR
observables only at the LAC regions. We also varied the switching
times to demonstrate effects of adiabatic vs. non-adiabatic variation
of the Hamiltonian. This consideration is of importance for effi-
ciently converting the initial spin order into spin magnetization.

Let us first discuss the simpler case of non-adiabatic switching.

Case of non-adiabatic fading of the RF-field

To fulfill the conditions of non-adiabatic switching we switched
off the RF-field in less than 40 ms before accumulation of the
FID was started. As mentioned, immediately after the switch
there is transverse magnetization in the system, thus the FID
can be detected without applying additional RF-pulses. This is a
clear indication of non-adiabatic switching.

Fig. 6 shows the spectra obtained by the Fourier transforma-
tion of the FID signals originating from this transverse polar-
ization. The two spectra shown in this figure have been
obtained for two different values of nrf (to match the level
crossing conditions) and for sufficiently strong n1 (to provide
the ‘coupling’ condition, i.e., efficient mixing of the crossing
states). As expected from the theoretical analysis the proper nrf

values are close to the center of the NMR spectrum, hni, but
slightly detuned from it, see eqn (16). To fulfill the LAC
condition in the DTF the frequency difference is set equal to
�JAA0. When the choice of nrf at a given n1 is improper, the PHIP
spectrum vanishes. In both cases the AA0-spins and MM0-spins
exhibit polarization of opposite sign, fully consistent with the
theory. The spectral patterns are thus of the E/A (low-field
emission and high-field absorption) or A/E (low-field absorp-
tion and high-field emission) type. By changing the sign of the
offset, noff, one can reverse the sign of polarization, which is

also in accordance with the theoretical treatment. This is
because the resulting polarization sign depends on the parti-
cular LAC that was involved in the spin mixing process.

We also studied in detail the frequency dependence of the
PHIP magnetization, which is shown in Fig. 7, where the inte-
grated intensity of the spectral lines is plotted as a function of nrf.
It is readily seen that observable spin order is formed only when
the states are mixed in the LAC region: the dependence of PHIP
on nrf exhibits two sharp features, which are centered at the
specific frequencies, which correspond to the LACs in the DTF.
The smaller n1 is, the narrower these features are; also the
distance between the nrf values, which give the peaks in Fig. 7,
is smaller (because the LACs are less separated with respect to nrf,
see Fig. 4). The experimental results are in very good agreement
with the theoretical treatment: the positions of the features and
their widths are perfectly reproduced by the calculation.

It is also of interest to study the dependence on n1 at a fixed nrf

value. Such dependence is shown in Fig. 8. When the RF-field is
very low there is no polarization observed even when the levels
cross in the DTF. In this situation the mixing in the DTF becomes
very inefficient; at small n1 we have cos2Y - 0 in eqn (11) and
there is no transfer of singlet spin order into observable magne-
tization. In the example shown in Fig. 8 at n1 = 0 the polarization
is zero, then, as the field increases, the system passes through a
LAC and spin polarization emerges. However, at very large n1

values the polarization vanishes also because the spin system is
driven away from the LAC region: the difference in frequency, ~nA

� ~nM, in the DTF becomes very small and cannot match �JAA0. As
a consequence, as a function of n1 the polarization goes through a
positive or negative maximum. Again, the experimental results
are in full accordance with the theory.

Thus, qualitatively similar results can be obtained as compared
to the case of varying the static magnetic field: at LAC regions
one can net-polarize the AA0-spins and MM0-spins; the sign of
polarization is opposite for both groups (see ref. 35 and Fig. 1).

Fig. 6 PHIP spectra of maleic acid dimethyl ester obtained at B0 = 7 T
after non-adiabatic reduction of the RF-field. The two spectra have been
obtained for nrf = 5.36 ppm (solid line) and 4.83 ppm (dashed line). The nrf

positions are denoted by asterisks as well as the corresponding spectral
patterns, which are emission/absorption (E,A) and absorption/emission
(A,E). The B1-field amplitude was 5.3 kHz; no additional RF-pulses have
been applied to obtain the spectra.

Fig. 7 Dependence of PHIP (integrated NMR line intensity) of the AA0-
protons (vinyl, full circles) and MM0-protons (methyl, open circles) on the
frequency nrf. Here, the RF-amplitude n1 is 5.3 kHz, the high static
magnetic field is B0 = 7 T; the RF-field is switched off rapidly; no additional
RF-pulses are applied to obtain the spectra. Solid and dashed lines show
the theoretical results.
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The difference is that (i) one can change the polarization phase by
varying nrf and (ii) polarization is detected without additional
RF-pulses. The latter factor is a fingerprint of non-adiabatic
switching of the RF-field.

Now let us turn to the case of adiabatic switching.

Case of adiabatic fading of the RF-field

To fulfill the conditions of adiabatic switching we systemati-
cally varied the switching time; when the switching time, toff,
was chosen so long that the resulting polarization showed
almost no change at variation of toff we assumed that the
adiabatic limit has been reached. We also checked the adiaba-
ticity by numerical calculations: the experimental values for the
obtained toff were consistent with the calculated ones. In
contrast to the non-adiabatic case the spectra can only be
detected by applying an RF-pulse, since the spin order after
the RF-field reduction is purely longitudinal.

Fig. 9 presents the PHIP spectra obtained for two different
frequencies, nrf, after adiabatic fading of the RF-field. As
previously (see Fig. 6) we have chosen nrf such that the LAC
conditions are fulfilled. As predicted by the theory in both cases
spins have the same polarization sign; this is also a fingerprint
of adiabatic switching. The sign of polarization can be reverted
by going to a different LAC: for the two cases shown in Fig. 9 all
NMR lines are either positive or negative.

The dependence of the PHIP magnetization on the pumping
frequency nrf shown in Fig. 10 also has two sharp features,
which correspond to the LACs in the DTF. The two features
have opposite signs as for the two LACs different spin states are
mixed. However, in contrast to the non-adiabatic case, the sign
of polarization is the same for all protons. The experimental
results are in very good agreement with the theory. It is
important to note that the width of the peaks in Fig. 10 strongly
depends on n1: the peaks become broader with increasing
RF-field strength. This shows that when n1 is large it is possible

Fig. 8 Dependence of PHIP of the AA0-protons (vinyl, full circles) and
MM0-protons (methyl, open circles) on the RF-field amplitude n1. Here the
value of nrf was 5.35 ppm, the high static magnetic field is B0 = 7 T; the
RF-field was switched off non-adiabatically; no additional RF-pulses have
been applied to obtain the spectra. Solid and dashed lines show the
theoretical results.

Fig. 9 PHIP spectra of maleic acid dimethyl ester obtained after adiabatic
reduction of the RF-field. The two spectra have been obtained for nrf =
5.32 ppm (solid line) and 4.85 ppm (dashed line). The nrf positions are
denoted by asterisks as well as the corresponding spectral patterns, which
are emission/emission (E,E) and absorption/absorption (A,A). The B1-field
amplitude was 4.9 kHz, the high static magnetic field was B0 = 7 T; a p/2
RF-pulse was used to obtain the spectra.

Fig. 10 Dependence of PHIP of the AA0-protons (vinyl, full circles) and
MM0-protons (methyl, open circles) on frequency nrf. Here the value of n1

was 590 Hz (a), 1.8 kHz (b) and 5.4 kHz (c); the high static magnetic field
was B0 = 7 T; the RF-field was switched off adiabatically during the time
toff = 5 s; a p/2 RF-pulse was used to obtain the spectra. Solid line shows
the theoretical result.
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to transfer polarization even when initially, at t = tb + tr + trf, the
system is out of the LAC regions. In this situation the polarization
is transferred because during switching off the RF-field the system
passes through the LACs in an adiabatic fashion. As a conse-
quence, the populations of the crossing levels are mixed and spin
order is transferred. In such a situation the choice of nrf can be
done much less carefully than in the non-adiabatic case (where
one should go exactly to a LAC region); hence such a method of
polarization transfer is more simple and robust. Again, this result
is in full agreement with our theoretical treatment.

Finally we investigated the dependence on the RF-amplitude n1

at a fixed nrf value. The results are shown in Fig. 11. As in the case of
sudden switching, no spin polarization is formed at low RF-field.
Upon increasing the RF-field spin polarization appears, but it has a
different dependence on n1 as compared to the case of sudden
switching. Notably, there is hardly any decrease of polarization at
the high end of n1. This is a consequence of adiabatic switching.
Although at large n1 the system is away from the LAC point it passes
through the LAC upon reduction of the field. When the reduction is
adiabatic the passage through the LAC point net-polarizes the spins.
Thus, in the limiting case of fully adiabatic switching the depen-
dence is expected to reach a plateau at large n1. Such a dependence
is indeed observed for sufficiently long toff. When toff is reduced, the
height of the plateau becomes smaller and a maximum appears at
an intermediate n1 value. This behavior indicates that the switching
is no longer purely adiabatic: the effect is clearly seen from the n1

dependence (although the spectral patterns, i.e., two positive lines,
remain unchanged in this case). In the limiting case of very fast
switching the polarization at large n1 goes to zero. Also these
experimental results are well described by the theory.

V. Conclusions

We have demonstrated efficient polarization transfer in NMR
experiments where a coupled spin system is brought to an LC

point in the rotating frame by switching on an RF-field with
properly set amplitude and frequency. Our study confirms
previous results on spin order transfer under spin-locking
conditions37,42 and generalizes them: in addition to mixing of
spin states at LAC points we have studied how the time profile
of passing through an LAC affects the observed polarization,
thus providing a tool to further manipulate it.

We have generalized the theoretical description of the
problem establishing the conditions for having an LAC in the
rotating frame, showing that conditions of (i) matching (coin-
cidence of energy levels of the main Hamiltonian of the system)
and (ii) coupling (presence of a perturbation which turns a level
crossing into an avoided crossing) have to be met. In addition,
an important factor is the inclination of the effective field
vector in the rotating frame, which has to be taken into account
for interpreting the experimental data. Since the observed
polarization is associated with well-defined LACs one can
formulate simple qualitative sign rules for the observed polar-
ization in very much the same way as it was done34 for the case
of SABRE. The experimental data obtained for PHIP transfer in
symmetric molecules (AA0MM0) are in perfect agreement with
the theoretical treatment. In particular, we studied in detail
how the LAC conditions depend on the experimentally acces-
sible parameters.

The method introduced here has several advantages. In
contrast to earlier hyperpolarization transfer techniques it does
not require field-cycling and can be implemented using stan-
dard NMR equipment. As compared to field-cycling experi-
ments where spin mixing at LAC regions can also be used to
transfer spin hyperpolarization the method gives a further gain,
coming from the fact that the RF-field is characterized by two
parameters (amplitude and frequency) in contrast to the static
field (a single parameter, field strength, is given). As a conse-
quence, the method gives remarkable flexibility in choosing
particular LACs to obtain the desired spin order. A possibility to
perform both adiabatic and sudden switching of the RF-field
increases this flexibility even further.

We anticipate that the method works for systems with a
higher number of coupled spins and also for systems with
lower symmetry. Although in these cases the analytical treat-
ment is more complex, LAC positions can be predicted by
theory as well as the resulting spin order coming from mixing
at particular LACs. This strategy can be used to transfer
hyperpolarization, CIDNP, PHIP or SABRE, to target spins
suitable for NMR/MRI observation. Another potential applica-
tion of our method is performing conversion between spin
magnetization and long-lived spin order: by exploiting LACs in
the rotating frame one can transfer magnetization into singlet-
state population, which often decays54,55 much slower than the
usual longitudinal relaxation with time T1. The validity of such
an approach has been demonstrated by Franzoni et al.,37

DeVience et al.56 and also Warren et al.57,58 We anticipate that
such a method of conversion between spin magnetization and
long-lived spin order can further benefit from making experi-
ments with variable parameters, nrf and n1, of the RF-field and
different time profiles of switching the RF-field.

Fig. 11 Dependence of PHIP of the AA0-protons (vinyl, full symbols) and
MM0-protons (methyl, open symbols) on the RF-field amplitude n1. Here
the value of nrf was 4.83 ppm; a p/2 RF-pulse was used for detection; the
high static magnetic field was B0 = 7 T. The fading time toff of the RF-field
was varied: toff = 5 s (circles) and toff = 0.5 s (squares). Lines show the
theoretical results (solid lines for toff = 5 s and dashed lines for toff = 5 s).
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As far as applications of the technique are concerned, it is
highly promising for further development of the SABRE
method. Since the SABRE-derived polarization of various sub-
strates is efficiently formed only at low fields the technique in
general is limited, since it requires either low-field NMR detec-
tion or fast field-cycling. However, to run SABRE experiments
on modern high-field NMR spectrometers it is necessary to
polarize the spins directly at high magnetic field. In this case
the LAC-based polarization transfer methods can be a remedy.
Our preliminary experiments show that such polarization
transfer is operative making high-field SABRE feasible. These
results are presented in a forthcoming publication.

Last but not least, bearing in mind the analogy with the
classical Hartmann–Hahn cross-polarization technique, which
is a standard method to polarize insensitive low-g nuclei, we
anticipate that our developments are applicable also to hetero-
nuclear NMR experiments with hyperpolarized spins. Notably,
further progress in the methodology of LACs in the rotating
frame can be exploited to transfer polarization from protons,
which are primarily polarized in PHIP experiments, to other
spin 1/2 nuclei. Since such nuclei usually have much longer
relaxation times and lower thermal background signals, such
studies are relevant for many applications of hyperpolarization
in NMR spectroscopy and imaging.
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